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Four years ago I began writing teaching programs at the University of Mas-
sachusetts/Boston. These programs are used as a tutorial adjunct to ESL fresh-
man composition. Lie many people, I began by writing programs which review
basic grammar. Although they were well received by students, they were typical
electronic flashcard exercises. The correlation between improvement on gram-
mar exercises and improved grammar in composition is not self-evident. Since
my goal is to help students with composition, I developed five types of composi-
tion exercises which are mote directly related to composition skills.

Before I describe these programs in detail, Ill discuss the problem all com-
position programs must face. Then I'll briefly describe solutions other people have
found. The central problem is this: Artificial Intelligence is stil many Years awaY
from the creation of a program which can understand English. (Thompson and
Thompson 1975). Is it worthwhile dealing with composition if ies bnpossible to
deal with the meaning of what a student has written?

There are several solutions to this problem. One is to facilitate the revision
process by using a word processor such as Word Star or Bank Street Writer.
This leaves the student with the responaility of coming up with a fest draft and
deciding how and when to revise it. However, revision is so much easier using
a word processor that students are encouraged to revise a lot. Another solution
is to fake it. Some programs help students to come up with a first draft by asking
vestions, and offering encouraging comments such as `How interesting,' or "Tell
me more, no matter what the student has written, rather him comments we
make on papers at three A.M. These programs do help students overcome the
hurdle of confronting a blank piece of PaPer. A third solution is to make general
stylistic COnunents based on analysis of grammar and lexicon. This is the approach
used by programs such as Bell Laboratories' The Writer's Workbench, which is
based on Strunk and White's (1972) The Elements of Shie. If the length of the
average sentence is *too lone, this type of program may accuse the writer of
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-256 Using CALL to Tench Composition

tebig `too wordy". If the ratio of nouns to verbs is too high, the style is labeled
unclear. If certain Latinate words are used, the writer is told what shorter word
to substitute. Since the program can't understand meaning, these comments may
or may not be good guesses. Students who use these programs may focus on
mechanics rather than meaning when they write, and become obsessed with sen-
tence length, for example, rather than clarity.

Clearly, using computer programs to comment oa composition is problemadc.
Students relate to computers differently than they do to textbooks or to teachers,
and this in itself can help some students with their writing. The difficulties are
worth overcoming for this reason.

I am going to describe some of the programs I've written, first in general,
then in detail. My programs use a solution to the problem of meaning which is
based on the Artificial Intelligence concept of the limited domain. Some programs
can understand English fairly well when it relates to a specific, limited topica
limited domain. Examples are programs which can *understand* baseball statis-
tics or questions about airline ticketing (Woods 1978). My programs use specific
paragraphs as their limited domainthey are relatively intelligent about the mean-
ing of one particular paragraph or series of paragraphs. Therefore they can help
students learn proofreading skills or evaluate their own writing, using clarity of
meaning as one of the criteriz. The other klea borrowed from Artificial Intelli-
gence is the type of semantic trickery found in the Eliza program, which stimu-
lates a Rogerian psychoanalyst. It's posale for a program to ask intelligent and
relevant questions without understanding the answer. My programs may also ask
the questions, and understand and use the information provided in the answer.

The first program type is a diagnostic proofreading program based on a sum-
mary written by an ESL class. The student user sees a paragraph with many
typical ESL errors, and is invited to read and correct the paragraph. The premise
is that an error which a student fails to correct in one way or another is an error
the student may also fail to spot and correct when proofreading his own writing.
A wide variety of correct answers is anticipated and accepted, and a wide variety
of errors is also anticipated and commented on. The program keeps a tally of
the types of error, and at the end suggests to the student which grammar areas
with which the student has problems. Students who use the programs on a library
basis are told which programs to call, and later programs use this information
as would a composition teacher who is familiar with a student's weak areas.

The next program type is a modified doze exercise that attempts to corre-
late grammar to the student's ability to proofread and make decisions about gram-
mar which are based on clarity of meaning. For example, the student is given
a chance to review article use, then given a choice of three paragraphs: easy,
medium and difficult. The articles are missing, and the student adds them. The
program anticipates all answers, and explains incorrect answersspecifically relat-
ing them to the meaning of the paragraph. If you look at the student's answer
and the program's comments in the following examples, you'll see that the pro-
gram is intelligent about the meaning of the paragraph, which describes an un-
pleasant dinner at a restaurant. It is also intelligent about student input in this
limited domain, and is able to give a hint about an incorrect answer, as a human
tutor would. The student is learning about article use, and also about proofread-
ing: each sentence must be evaluated.
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Student: Maybe there was strike at restaurant.
Computer: Want another try?
Student: No.
Computer: Give up? Here's the answer.

Maybe there was a strike at the restaurant.
'A strike' is correct
This is the first time this strike was mentioned.
'The restaurant' is correct
It's the restaurant we've been talking about.

Computer: After hour we left.
Student: After a hour we left.
Computer: Think about how you pronounce 'hour.'

Want another chance now?
Student: Yes
Computer: Good luck!

After hour we left.
Student: After an hour we left.
Computer: Excellent! You get a bonus point!

The third program type is a controlled composition exercise which works
on verb tense. Again, grammar is related to meaning. One paragraph must be
simple past tense because it happened yesterday. If we change the chronology
of the narrative, the tense of the new paragraph changes to past perfect to reflect
the change in meaning. The program "understands* the meaning, so it can com-
ment on grammar (for example, `had had* uses °have" as main and auxiliary verb),
and also on meaning (for example, a switch to simple present is necessary when
the meaning becomes general.) The program then helps the student write and
proofread the paragraph, which requires past perfect. Students learn to choose
a verb tense which conveys their intended meaning when the7 write, as the fol-
lowing example of feedback shows:

Computer: I think I failed it.
Student: I had thought I had failed it.
Computer: This one's extra tricky.

'I think I failed it.' is correct.
This didn't happen before lunch
You think so now!
You always have to think about what you mean and make the
tense match the meaning.

The next program type begins to move toward a freer type of composition.
This program helps students with a composition requiring different forms of past
tense, and helps proofread for correci use of tense. However, students make
many different types of improvements when they revise for which they take the
initiative. As you can see from this example, students may revise extensively
on the sentence level, adding information, clarifying ideas, and using more com-
plex sentence structure as well as correcting grammar. (This is one student's
input, not an amalgam.)
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First draft:
Second draft:

First draft:
Second draft:

First draft:
Second draft:

Saturday morning I was studing all day.
Saturday morning I was studing all morning.

I went to Chinise resturan. I had a dinner.
I went to chirise resturant and I had a dinner.

I had some homeworks and I did befor I went to bed.
On saturday evening I did my homework befor I went to bed.

The next program type is a free composition program in the sense that the
topic is emphasized and the program makes comments on content as well as gram-
mar. What this program attempts to teach is the writing process rather than how
to write a biographical essay, article use, etc. To illustrate the use of this pro-
gram, I have chosen randomly a very weak writer I now have in the second term
of Freshman Composition. She was in the Computer Center when I was writing
this. Given an in-class composition, she would probably stop with Paragraph A,
and look miserable. She is what Krashen would call a monitor underuser she
cannot analyze her own problems (Krashen 1982). In Krashen's model her affec-
tive filter is very high when she tries to write. She thinks of herself as a poor
writer and becomes so tense she cannot procer.11. She also suffers from what
I would hie to call a passivity problem. Poor writers look to their teachers to take
charge of the writing process, to decide when and how to revise for them. This
program offers suggestions and guidance, but it cannot rewrite for the student.
The student takes responsibility for revision, and this may change the student's
attitude. Students become increasingly confident as they rewrite, and the final
product is indisputably their own. If I'd done this revision with the student, it
would have been better in some ways. However, I would have altered her ideas
in revising (I can imagine myself saying, 'You have to say what kind of guy he
isa nice guy?", thus reinforcing her notion that she cannot write, and I can.
Using this program, she learns to go through the writing procese on her own.
Her third draft may not be a vast hnprovement over the first drdt, but it's dearer.
The crucial point is not the improvement, but the fact that this student is learning
how it is done.

First draft: Michieli is twenty five years old
He lives in California
Three weeks ago he got an aceidenP
He got therr brothers'
People thinks he is a guy4

Second draft: Michiel is twenty five years old
He lives in California
Three weeks ago he got an accident
He got therr brothers
People thinks he is a guy
He is a musician
Michiel Jacson loves his parents
All teenagers around the world loves him
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Third draft: Wichiel Jacson is twenty five years okl
He lives in California.
He is a great musician for along time.
Michiel loves his parents and he has three brothets.3
People think he is a guy.'
Mithiel has been in accident.
The accident is caused by fire.2
All teenagers around the world loves him

The first part of this program is a brainstorming session. The program gets
the student thinking about the topic. Also, the student learns that writers ruminate
before they write. The next part elicits a first draft. Some students use ideas
from the brainstorming session, and others don't. The next part is the first revi-
sion; the program asks specific, meaningful questions on content encouraging the
student to evaluate the clarity of what she's written. The program also foresees
liltely grammar problems and finds out what the student's grammar problem areas
are by asking the results of a diagnostic program. It helps the students check
for lately problems. The student learns to look at each sentence for typical er-
rors when proofreading. Also, the program asks the student to judge organiza-
tion. For example, do added ideas necessarily belong at the end? Would they
make more sense at the beginning? The program can swap them around and let
the student decide what order makes the most sense. The student learns to think
about organizational revision, rather than presenting ideas in the order in which
they occured.

Finally, the program has the student do another revision. By now students
have often thought of improvements the program had not suggested, and they
may add these, as well as more information. The program asks the student to
continue writing, using the same revision techniques. By the end, the student
has a composition which might be further revised, possibly on a word processor.
More importantly, the student has learned something about the writing process.

I think these programs meet some of the criteria for an Artificially Intelligent
Tutoring System proposed by Mead (1983). First, these programs are not limited
by the need to input only one correct answer, and in fact respond meaningfully
to a wide variety of correct and incorrect answers. Second, they can gain and
use information from users either by askbg questions or by making their own
analysis of input. Third, the diagnostic, controlled composition, and proofreading
exercises respond to student input in terms of the global meaning of the para-
graph with which they deal, just as a human tutor would. Fourth, the free com-
position programs are capable of helping students evaluate their own writing in
a way that simulates human reacfion to student writing. It is not identical to human-
student interaction, and in many ways is inferior, but in some ways, it may be
superior because of the very nature of the way some students interact with com-
puters.

Not all students respond to the programs in the same way. It has not been
possible to compare students who use the programs with students who do not.
Some students are told to use the programs, and others use them voluntarily.
Other teachers at University of Massachusetts/Boston have had their entire class
use programs, or have assigned certain students to use them. Certain teachers
don't use them at all. Given these circumstances, it would be difficult to establish
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comparable experimental and control groups, and difficult to quantify improve-
ment in writing. Since the programs are supplemental, they do not do any harm.
Almost 211 students enjoy the programs, and many seem to show a better under-
standing of the composition process and better control of .mechanics after using
them. Further, some students seem to do better with computer tutoring than
with human tutoring for reasons that probably have to do with lowered anxiety.

The code used to write these programs is a very simple version of BASIC.
Any version of BASIC would include the statements used: Print, Input, If-then-,
goto, Let and Remark. Although these programs run on a CYBER mainframe,
I have written similar programs in Applesoft BASIC on an Apple IIE and Apple
II PLUS, demonstrating that fairly sophisticated programs can be created using
simple code.

There is no reason to be limited to the electronic flashcard approach which
usually consists of multiple choice or fill in the blank drills in which the student
types a single letter or word. BASIC handles string-matching, the comparison
of groups of words such as sentences, very well. Imaginative courseware such
as that described by Higgins and Johns (1984) can be created by taking advan-
tage of BASIC's string-matching capabilities.
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